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Chapter One


“Rennie!”
It was the third such sub-bar he had been to in as many hours, and each one seemed more depressing than the last, though that could have merely been his mood, or perhaps the result of the pervasive smell of mold seemingly etched permanently in his senses. He knew all too well that the below-line locations of these underground establishments were just a convenience, clustered everywhere as they were around the bases of the transmitters, feeding on the overspill of the signal, their crumbing brick appearance an anachronistic semblance of the basement taverns of past days. The clientele, if the motley assemblage of Citizens could be called such, were mostly in the classic pose—elbows on the table, hands cupped over both ears, as if listening—but he knew they heard nothing, not even the subliminal rumble of the pumps that kept the rising water at bay. It was merely a way to shut out extraneous noise, to concentrate on the signal. There might be a glass of whatever it was that passed for water these days in front of them, but that was as close to having a drink as most of them came, as alcohol tended to interfere with the effect of the transmission.
“Rennie!” Again, one patron towards the rear wearing a shiny gray suit and a black felt Borsalino tilted at a rakish angle was sitting upright and waving expansively now, a wide smile on his face, gesturing at him to come to the table. Reluctantly, Rennie—AKA Adjunct Investigator Rennard (followed by a twelve digit number, the DNAID, which when converted into base four, uniquely identified him via various multiple sections of non-coding genetic material, making further names unnecessary and indeed disallowed)—walked to the table.
“Hello, Franko,” he said, taking in Franko’s partner, a young woman with sunken eyes and a surly mien, dressed younger than her age and far too flashily for Rennard’s taste. “Is she a…?” jerking his head in her general direction questioningly.
“Sure!” replied Franko with a laugh. “Her name’s Xtal. Get it? Crystal with an X…”
Rennard got it. He had heard all the possible permutations of that name, all the while wondering how any parent could saddle their poor offspring with such a burden. Even the Naming Conventions unequivocally warned them: A name is destiny.
“Legal?” he asked perfunctorily.
“Sure! Papers and everything, right, honey?”
Xtal looked up at Rennard in the typical manner, head down, eyes smoldering.
“I left them at home,” she growled.
Rennard nodded. “Sure you did.” There were no ‘papers,’ as such; it was just a figure of speech. All he had to do was get her slim little index finger on his ID pad.
“Rennie, old friend,” said Franko pleadingly. “She’s a little out of date, sure, but she’s no Origine. Now him,” Franko continued, looking at the bar, “he’s one for sure.”
Rennard turned and looked at the man sitting on a stool, one hand cupped, the other gripping a grimy glass. He paid no attention as Rennard strode to the bar and asked the tender for a shot of real organic grain alcohol. Just to make the order clear, he tapped the bar pad a few times, which caused the tender to raise one eyebrow as he poured a fuller measure. It was odd—the drink was technically free of charge—but in an economy supposedly disconnected from currency, debents were still a powerful incentive.
The tender set Rennard’s generous shot down and turned away, wiping an empty glass with his dirtied apron. Rennard tossed the shot as hard as he could towards the back of his throat, trying to maximize the impact, and when he turned, the man on the stool suddenly leapt up and ran, scattering chairs and customers, and breaking glass. Rennard sighed and stared down at his palm with its departmental badge tattoo and with a shrug showed it to the tender, who gave him a dirty look. Then he thumbed his pad. “Adjunct Investigator Rennard, in pursuit of suspected Origine,” he said and walked in no apparent haste towards the door where the suspect had disappeared. This sub-bar might be below the line, but there was still centralized control and no escape. When Rennard finally located the man, he was frantically trying to open a locked-down exit, like a rat trying to escape a ravening hag.
Rennard moved up quickly, and in the split second-and-a-half that it took his centrifugal spinner to rev up, he heard three quick phuts from the small caliber rounds of a cheap homemade tubegun hitting his chest. Idiots, he thought as he put the spinner to the man’s forehead. Always predictable. He discharged the spinner, making a neat quarter-inch hole between and slightly above the line of the man’s eyebrows with a single ball-bearing, and held him under the right armpit with his left hand as the suspect slumped to the floor.
Rennard looked down at his own chest in exasperation, noting the small holes in his sweater where the little twenty-caliber slugs had gone through to his gel pad. They always shot to the chest—didn’t they know investigators wore protection? If the poor sap had at least have had the imagination to fire at Rennard’s face, he could have found some small respect for him, although he would have merely raised his forearm pad to deflect the shot. Was it too much to ask that his job be more than shooting rats in a cylinder?
He called it in on the comm link, knowing that the Origine would be collected in a hurry, the better to preserve the body. And he also knew that the headshot would earn him no points with his immediate superior; he knew that rant by heart.
The disgruntled tender was straightening the chairs and picking up the larger pieces of broken glass, and Rennard ignored his disgusted look. Franko looked mildly panicked as Rennard walked back to the table.
“You got him, right? A… And he was an Origine, right?”
“Sure. You got a good eye, Franko,” he said as sincerely as could, without really meaning it. He jerked a thumb at the young woman. “Get her upwaved.”
“Sure, Rennie! Always glad to oblige an Investigator, ‘specially a top-notch one like yourself!”
Right, you little sycophant, thought an outwardly smiling Rennard, as he walked out to find the nearest girder jack and the easiest way back up above the line, just wanting to get his shift over.

***

Sure enough, Rennard’s superior, Conformance Operational Control Manager Freede, was waiting for him in his office, arms folded, sitting on the edge of his desk, the blank-out curtains pulled back so he could watch Rennard come in. The other Investigators, all independents like Rennard—like everyone nowadays  as a matter of fact—stood around watching with smirks on their faces, glad they didn’t have to listen to the same old lecture at the end of their shift.
“Shut the door, Rennard,” said Freede, sliding off the desk. “Another head-shot?”
Rennard nodded grimly.
“You just don’t get it, do you?” said Freede. “You’re efficient, I don’t dispute that, but you’re ignoring the economic impact.”
“I thought economics didn’t enter into it anymore,” said Rennard wryly.
“Oh, please,” replied Freede, his exasperation barely contained. “We may not have anything jingling in our pockets anymore, but money still runs the world. And every time you dispatch an Origine that way, it costs plenty. A complete replacement of the goop, not to mention patching up the hole. And waving them from scratch takes forever. Complete redo, and you know it. The central nervous system retains some motor control, but we’re talking social indoctrination from zero. Damn things can’t even take a leak without it.”
“There’s an alternative?”
“Of course there’s an alternative. An upwave if they’re unharmed. A partial if the damage is minor, but you completely destroy the goop every time.” He held out his hand. “Give me your spinner.”
“What?” Rennard looked panicky. “No way, Freede. I’m not giving up my weapon.”
“Use a stunner, Rennard,” Freede said. “Almost everyone else does. No damage done to the perps, they’re back on the street within an hour, and everybody upstream is happy. Including me…”
“Johns is dead because he used a stunner,” countered Rennard.
One month earlier, Johns, a fellow Conformance contractor, had encountered an enormous Origine, an ox from the mines contracted solely for his physical strength, and had stunned him repeatedly until the unit was discharged completely and which had had absolutely no effect on the hulking Origine. Then Johns had been throttled to lifelessness, even as a support unit had discharged all their stunners into the brute.
 “No, Johns is dead because he was lousy at the job.” Freede held out his hand. “Hand it over.”
Rennard complied reluctantly.
“Pick up a stunner from Ops. You’ll like it better, believe me,” Freede said, casually tossing the spinner into a desk drawer.
No, I won’t, thought Rennard. I like calmly putting the spinner to their forehead and shattering that damn thing beyond repair. I like the finality of a quarter-inch hole where it counts.
“Now to the point,” said Freede, crossing his arms. “Seems somebody up there is impressed with you despite your methods. Go home and change that moth-eaten thing you’re wearing and put on a suit of real clothes. Then report to Division. Tell them who you are and ask for Pharte.”
“Who?” Rennard couldn’t help laughing.
“Grow up, Rennard. It’s spelled with a Ph and an e at the end. The man’s our primary contractor and he wants to see you in person. With any luck, he’ll take you off my hands.”
  Rennard shrugged. At least it appeared he wasn’t in any serious trouble, not that he could even begin to be concerned if he was. Ten years in this job, and he hated every minute of it. Maybe if he was lucky, they would terminate his contract, and he could just stay home and loll around like an ordinary Citizen.
Leaving Freede’s office, he thumbed his nose at the catcalls from the various subcontractors still hanging around the wait-room, left the building and took a railcar to his block. As he glided around the endless towers, he couldn’t help looking downward, below the line, where lately he had felt more at home than up here.
The Investigative Division, for which (for the moment, anyway) he was working, was located just above “the line,” a euphemism for the altitude where sky rights ended for ground-based real estate. Since it had been easier to build atop the crumbling cities, the central government had taken advantage of existing right-of-ways, primarily streets, and had sunk enormous steel foundation girders into them, then built above the line. Of course, that put a crimp in traffic flow on the streets, but no one below the line actually used ground vehicles much anymore, except for the ubiquitous two-wheelers cobbled together from odds and ends. And they were well suited for weaving in and out of the girders. A vast modern city up on stilts, straddling the decayed remains of its beginnings, and only ordinary Citizens of a baser type continued to go below the line.
His own home block was several hundred feet above the line, but it was still not exactly heaven. The cube he contracted was spartan, with very little in the way of personalization, just a bare main lounge, sleeping and eating sections and a wash-cube. He quickly pulled off the ruined sweater and tossed it down the burner, and put on his one decent suit. He screened himself to see if he looked presentable, and guessed that it would do, at least as far as departmental appearance went. It just happened to be the exact same outfit he had worn ten years ago when he first became an independent contractor for the Division, and as he had remained lean and hard from his constant forays below-line, it still fit reasonably well, though his face seemed more lined and angular every day. Not that it mattered to him or presumably anyone else.
Once outside the block and suitably attired, the railcar whisked him the ten kays to Division in less than a minute, and he stepped up to a unoccupied portal-way.
“Identify, please.”
“Rennard,” he said simultaneously placing his right hand on the pad in an unconscious movement. “Here to see Pharte,” he added unnecessarily under his breath, barely able to suppress a grin.
“Proceed.”
No sense of humor. That’s what was wrong with this world.
Although the risers and the railcar system made traveling around the city fast and efficient, once you reached your general destination, walking horizontally was inevitable, and Rennard certainly had plenty of walk-time under his belt. The corridors opened before him as he walked, automatically guiding his direction, knowing his identity and location, and restricting him to the most direct path to his destination, or so he supposed as he turned at each corner. Finally, a substantial portal, marked with shimmering metallic lettering indicating the Office of the Overseer, Investigative Division,  appeared, and opened quietly as he approached.
Rennard was amazed as he stepped into the office. The wall to his left was completely transparent and opened onto a breathtaking view of the city, tall, endless towers intertwined with the serpentine railways, and smaller walkways filled with foot traffic. There were hundreds of contrails crisscrossing the sky, evidence of sky-flights, though he could not see the vessels that made them, and it was all lit by a lowering sun, interspersed with the ubiquitous small flocks of city crows. In the past ten years, he had not seen a view of the city from this level, and had almost forgotten how it looked. He reluctantly looked away and saw only a utilitarian desk at the other end of the room, with no chairs in evidence.
Almost immediately, a panel slid open and a man dressed identically to Rennard strode through. He held out his hand, and said, “Pharte!”

Chapter Two


Momentarily struggling to maintain his composure, Rennard clasped his hand, and managed to reply, “Rennard.”
“Impressive view, isn’t it. I never tire of it, even seeing it every day. Don’t imagine you’ve been up here that much, have you?”
Rennard ignored any subtle hint of condescension in the Overseer’s voice, and agreed.
“Not since I signed on to Division, sir.”
“Drop the formalities, Rennard. I am very impressed with your record, having reviewed it quite thoroughly in the past week.”
That came as a surprise to Rennard. He had had a vague feeling that some sort of reprimand was imminent, but Pharte seemed quite friendly and relaxed.
“I was under the impression that I was not as… let us say, careful in my technique, as could be desired,” Rennard said, trying not to sound apologetic, but remembering Freede’s screed about blasting Origines’ brainpans.
 “Your methodology is not what is of interest here,” said Pharte offhandedly. “It is your precision in identification of the suspects that is truly stellar.”
Rennard looked at him in surprise.
“It’s true,” continued Pharte with what seemed to be a genuinely warm smile. “You have a record of one hundred percent in identifying Origines. Infallibility, Mr. Rennard. That is what interests me, as well as my superiors.”
Rennard couldn’t remember ever having been referred to as Mister. “Is that above the norm?” he asked somewhat innocently.
“Division average is sixty percent,” replied Pharte.
Rennard couldn’t help looking shocked. “Sixty? You mean to tell me…”
“Yes,” said Pharte matter-of-factly. “Forty percent of the apprehensions are fully human. Of course, since your fellow contractors tend to use less lethal methods than you, it doesn’t result in an inordinate amount of terminations, but it is still in the hundreds city-wide every year. So you can understand why you are of such interest.” He looked at Rennard intently. “How do you do it?”
Rennard thought about it for a moment. He wasn’t sure how much to admit, and anyway, he had always mainly relied upon gut instinct.
“I’m not sure. The last one was pointed out to me by an… acquaintance, shall we say, and he ran. No better indication of guilt than flight, the way I see it.”
Pharte slowly shook his head. “But in the ten years you have been a contractor, you have had three thousand, six hundred and twelve  apprehensions, averaging almost one a day, and every single one was an Origine. Without exception.”
Rennard shrugged modestly. “I have a special gift, I guess.”
“We’ll see. You are aware of the whole history of replantation, I imagine?”
“In general,” Rennard answered slowly, cautious about the abrupt turn of the conversation.
“You participated in the Mine Wars, did you not?” Freede pressed.
“Yes, sir, I did.” As if Pharte probably didn’t have detailed records about aspect of his service.
“Please. Pharte.”
“Of course. Pharte.” It was almost as if the man was trying him, seeing if he could make him lose control, testing his resolution. Well, he was not a kid anymore, and he could suppress his sense of humor with the best of them. Cold and efficient? He could do that quite easily.
“So you know that as a consequence of their rebelliousness, replants were introduced into the survivors to deflect any future conflict,” continued Pharte. “Do you know the technical underpinnings of replantation?”
He didn’t pause for an answer.
“Nano-processors are ubiquitous,” he began intoning pedantically. “Our society is quite adept at controlling mechanical processes with them, but converting binary digital output into biometric synaptic control is not so straightforward. Parallel investigation into the creation of biologically-modeled processors yielded a crystal lattice in a colloid, an artificial brain, as it were, which could be programmed by magnetic “waving,” as it came to be called.”
He had been reciting all this as he faced the transparent wall, and now he turned towards Rennard.
“Ever seen a cuttlefish?”
“Uh, no.” Never seen any kind of fish, thought Rennard. Eaten plenty of what the food service described as fish, but it wasn’t especially memorable. Tasted like chicken, actually.
“An intelligent marine cephalopod, now extinct, which had the unique ability to mirror their synaptic processes in their pigmentation. When a cuttlefish faced its prey, it could be observed to focus hypnotic waves of color towards it, and it was always thought that the visual patterns generated were what held the prey in stasis. However, it was found that screening the cuttlefish from direct observance by its prey did not alter the hypnotic effect. That led to methods of magnetically recording the “waves,” or sinusoidal patterns, of its encephalic processes dimensionally, which could then be stored and replayed. It applied to human brains as well. This was the beginning of the lattice processors.”
Pharte turned and faced the window again, hands behind his back, and continued.
“However, there was no way to truly utilize the processors once they were developed, much as there is no known method of utilizing the complexity of the output of a human brain, except in very crude ways. So naturally, they were employed as direct replacements for the biological brain. The colloidal suspension was engineered not only to be biologically compatible, but also proactive, and it engendered accelerated dendritic connections. Put in the lattice and it would intertwine itself into the existing nervous system. The biggest problem was keeping the body viable during the process. Unfortunately, the minds were mostly empty, but prototype waving, copying an existing functional brain, then upwaving the new lattice, provided the basic functions and the beginnings of personality. More importantly, they could be re-programmed as improvements were made, again by using wave recordings of template specimens.”
Rennard was thinking of the implications. He knew some of the basics, but certainly hadn’t studied the field in any detail, or ever needed to, but now he found his mind racing. He had never had to consider anything further than the job at hand, identifying Origines and eliminating them. He hadn’t given much thought as to the “why,” instinctively relying on his distaste for what he considered a sub-human creature. And it wasn’t as if the details of the process were public knowledge – it was only generally known that a method had been found to quell the miners’ rebelliousness, and that was a boon to the Citizens at large, or so they were informed.
“What you and I call Origines are the original replants,” Pharte continued, “with the original version of the wave programming. It was crude but workable, but improvements were continuous. Upwaving was made mandatory, but as you are well aware, plenty of Origines exist below the line, and don’t submit. Part of the problem with Origines is that over time, they develop a certain, shall we say, independent streak.”
“They become rebellious,” said Rennard.
“Put more bluntly, yes. Surly and dangerous even. Ergo, the need for men like you.”
Investigators. Eliminators was more like it.

***

While Pharte had delivered his lecture, the sun had already set behind the blocks of the city, and Pharte slowly waved his hand as if drawing down a shade, turning the wall opaque. He then spun around and lifted his hand, and a portion of the opposite wall cleared to reveal a small room with what appeared to be a young man in a suit seemingly identical to Rennard’s.
“Your new partner, Prime Investigator Clair,” he announced.
Rennard looked at Pharte in dismay.
“He’s just a kid!”
“He is a she, and quite qualified, as you will shortly discover.”
Sure enough, as they watched, Prime Investigator Clair nonchalantly brushed her hand across her cropped hair in a definitely feminine manner. And she outranks me, though Rennard. Damn!
Pharte lowered his hand, and the wall was dark again.
“I’ll arrange for you to meet in a moment. But to business – tomorrow, I would like you to undergo some testing.”
“Testing?”
“Yes. You are quite adept at detecting Totals. I wonder how you are at Partials and Minims.”
“Huh?” said Rennard, not quite comprehending and suddenly feeling tired from a full day’s work.
“You weren’t aware there are degrees of replantation?” asked Pharte.
Rennard shook his head.
“Of course! Totals require extensive waving, as well as complex surgical procedures. Partials retain a most of their reflexive motor control and some fundamental ego, requiring only simple surgery and superficial waving. Minims retain full function and personality, and only have their, uh, motivation repurposed via a small implant in their medial frontal cortex. Haven’t you ever run across someone you knew wasn’t really an Origine?”
Rennard thought about it. Sure. Every time he looked someone in the eye, he was assessing their humanity. Are you or aren’t you?
“I assumed they were upwaved,” he replied with a shrug.
“That’s why I would like to test you. To see if you can distinguish among Totals, Partials and Minims. And perhaps—although I don’t have terribly high expectations—whether you can differentiate among the different levels of upwave. Report here tomorrow morning at standard time and we’ll get started.”
Overseer Pharte held out his hand and gave Rennard a smart handshake, then hesitated. “We haven’t met before, have we?” The question was inflected more as a statement than a query, and Rennard looked intently at Pharte for a moment, thinking, ‘No, I’d remember that damn name,’ before answering, “No, sir.”
That seemed to satisfy Pharte, who spun on his heels and strode towards the opening portal.
“And get used to the idea of a partner!” he said over his shoulder with a hint of amusement.
Rennard turned to the entrance and as he passed through the door, an adjacent panel opened, and out walked his new partner. She looked up defiantly, as Rennard towered over her slight stature, and walked alongside of him, matching his longer stride.
“Good evening, Investigator Rennard. I look forward to having you work for me.”
Rennard came to a complete halt.
“Don’t you mean with me?” he insisted.
“That would hardly be appropriate, considering the disparity in our rankings,” she said over her shoulder.
Rennard sputtered. The young woman continued walking down the corridor, and he loped after her. He reached out and put his hand on her shoulder to stop her, and in a confusing sequence of events, suddenly found himself flat on the floor, with Investigator Clair sitting on his chest.
Close up, there was no mistaking her for a boy. She had a tasteful minimum of makeup on around a pair of clear and beautiful eyes, and although her hair appeared to be cropped close, much like Rennard’s own military cut, there were small ringlets on her forehead that seemed to Rennard’s momentarily dazed eyes to be quite attractive.
Without a word, she swung her right leg over his body and stood, reaching out a hand.
“Now that the preliminaries are over, let’s go to our block,” she said noncommittally.
“My block’s down-line a bit from here,” said Rennard, declining her offered hand, and rolling over and standing erect in a proper martial recovery maneuver, dusted himself off in exasperation.
“Your cube has been transferred to my block. You’re across the hall from me now. It was felt it would be more convenient,” she said with an air of indifference.
“Convenient? For whom?” Rennard wondered aloud.
“For both of us,” she said. “I can see you will also need suitable upgrades in attire, as well,” she commented somewhat caustically, casting a sideways glance at his clothes.
Investigator Clair had started walking again, and Rennard had to hurry to catch up. He suddenly couldn’t help noticing that his own suit, while generally being identical in style and color to Clair’s, was a bit threadbare in spots, and the matching pants did not quite reach to his shoes, which he had to admit were scuffed and outdated. He suddenly felt that perhaps he had spent too much time alone and below the line.

Chapter Three

They both stood in silence on the platform devoid of other passengers as a railcar glided smoothly into the shunt, its slight breeze making Rennard’s lapels flutter. He glanced sideways at Clair as they both stepped automatically into the eight-person carrier, then he leaned into the seatback and raised his arms slightly as the padded pinions clasped his waist. Each position in the car was completely isolated from the one in front and back of it, and he rather enjoyed the trips, short as they normally were, as he was alone with his thoughts for a brief time. He was just getting used to the pleasant feeling of flying around the city blocks standing erect when the car gently decelerated into the destination shunt and the side panels retracted. As he stepped from the car, Clair glanced briefly at him almost as if to make sure he was still there, and he found himself following her, though one step behind.
Rennard looked up at the towering building in awe. “Exterior windows?”
“Your cube is on the interior. No window wall, of course.”
Of course, thought Rennard. “But you have an exterior, I suppose?”
“Of course. Wonderful view,” she replied without conviction.
Somehow Rennard didn’t think that Prime Investigator Clair took any particular pleasure in a spectacular view of the cityscape. She seemed too detached for such a pleasure, or perhaps it was just that she had become blasé about it over time. Seeing a sight like that every day was sure to get old. The old saying had it wrong: familiarity breeds indifference.
As they took the block riser to their floor, Clair stared straight ahead and then said, as if speaking to the wall, “I believe you’ll be in testing in the morning, so we’ll start our investigation tomorrow afternoon.”
It was stated as an order, and strangely enough, Rennard found himself automatically subordinate.
“Yes, ma’am,” he said softly, and they stepped in unison from the riser as it came to a stop and the guardrail retracted.
“Here we are,” said Clair with an outswept hand. Rennard looked down the hallway in slight horror – in an endless corridor of identical cubes, his stood out. It was the same dimensions as the rest of the cubes, but the edges were corroded and the color of the exterior was yellowed with age and pitted and dented from long association with careless low-level neighbors. It even seemed to exude a different smell.
“Quite distinctive,” said Clair, wrinkling her nose delicately. 
Rennard felt himself redden, something he was not used to experiencing, but before he could organize a coherent reply, she had stepped across the hall to her own pristine cube, and the door slid open. Then she stopped and walked back two steps and touched the pad on his waist, which responded with a soft chime.
“If you need anything, thumb me.” She turned and walked through her doorway, and Rennard could see the darkened sky and the city lights behind her. “But don’t need anything,” she said over her shoulder as her door sighed shut.
Rennard’s door make a slight screech as it opened, and he wondered if this new block had decent maintenance. He made a mental note to check in the morning as he entered the familiar cube. Everything was exactly as he had left it that morning (as was to be expected), and Rennard felt a gratifying feeling of familiarity and comfort. He saw a new regulation suit hanging in front of his sleeping alcove, and wondered if Prime Investigator Clair’s duties extended to ordering clothes. Highly unlikely, he concluded as he stripped and stepped into the washcube. His last thought as he later slipped into a deep slumber in the alcove was of the prim and proper Prime Investigator straddling his chest, a very warm and very private part of her pressed firmly against his muscled chest.

***

There was no sign of his new partner as he left the cube in the morning, and although he generally enjoyed travelling on the railways, the smooth centrifugal motion of the car around the corners of the towering blocks—so similar to the experience of flying, as it was gimbaled from the overhead rail—only brought the hasty breakfast Rennard had had rising in his throat. Something about ‘testing,’ he supposed. He hadn’t undergone any kind of test since his induction as a sub-contractor into the department, when he had had to spend three grueling days in physical exercises and a further day of seemingly nonsensical psychological questioning. Every ‘Citizen’ of the city was entitled to the privilege of a life without work, but he could not imagine sitting around every day without any motivation to get up in the morning. Tuning in on the signal was the result of the lack of any purpose in life, as he well knew, and as he pulled up in front of the Administration block, he wondered why he had not seen any outward signs of cupping since he had been up here. Another thing to ask his new partner.
Pharte was waiting, and despite himself (and the childishly humorous name), Rennard found himself warming up to the man.
“Great morning, Rennard, yes?” said Pharte, waving him into an open doorway.
Rennard shrugged noncommittally and walked into the darkened room which had a single padded chair with console armrests facing the wall.
“Please be seated, Rennard,” Pharte began without preliminary. “As you can see, there are four pads on your left hand. When you are shown a subject, press the upper one for a full human, the next for a Minim, the next for a Partial, and the bottom one for a Total. On your right is a variable pad for the relative amount of upwaving. Touch the top of the pad for an updated subject, and towards the bottom for one not updated. Concentrate on the categorization on your left hand, rather than the degree of upwaving, please, as that is secondary. Do you understand?”
Rennard was relaxing into the seatback and felt the pads under his hands. He nodded at Pharte, who immediately left the room.
Rennard wasn’t sure what he expected, but when a panel directly in front of him slid open, there was a man standing there, looking at Rennard with a distinctly malevolent glare. Automatically, Rennard’s right hand groped at his waist for his spinner, then he remembered where he was and tapped the bottom left pad, while simultaneously sliding his right fingers to the bottom of the variable pad. An Origine, no question. Although it seemed as if he was face to face with the subject, there was a slight sheen that told Rennard that there was some kind of screen between them, and the man’s eyes, although he appeared to be looking directly at him, were incorrectly focused for him to be really seeing Rennard.
As soon as he had made his selection, the panel slid shut. It remained shut for about ten seconds, then slid open again. This time it was a woman, and although Rennard tapped the bottom pad for a Total, his right hand seemed to move of its own accord up the variable pad to indicate a fair degree of upwaving. Again the panel slid shut.
As more subjects appeared briefly and Rennard made his snap judgments, reflexively manipulating the pads, he relaxed into the chair and trusted his instincts. He saw each subject for a total of about ten seconds, found himself no longer worrying about specific categorizations, letting his hands tap and slide and do the answering for him. After several hundred subjects had been revealed to him (and almost two hours had passed, as he judged), the reactions became completely automatic. Most of the subjects had seemed less than pleased to be here and looked at Rennard (or in his general direction) sullenly, some were unconcerned or even bored, and Rennard couldn’t help but wonder under what pretext they had brought here for this odd parade. Most were probably brought from Incarceration, but some were undoubtedly and innocently human.
Just as he was beginning to think it was coming to an end, the panel slid quietly back and before him stood Prime Investigator Clair. She looked straight ahead blankly, and his hands hesitated over the pads. Without completely being aware of his actions, he tapped the left pad. As he did, he looked into her eyes and she seemed to focus in on him just as the panel slid shut.
The lights rose in illumination, and Rennard heard the outside door hiss slightly as Pharte came into the room.
“Excellent! You are in top form this morning,” he said as he held out a helping hand. Rennard groaned slightly as he stood up, and massaged the back of his neck with one hand.
“How did I do?” he asked.
“Let’s see…” Pharte swiped his executive pad, and nodded as the figures materialized. “One hundred percent on the Origines. Oh, excellent! One hundred percent on the Partials and pretty good on the upwaving.”
“What about Minims… and humans?” Rennard asked him, trying to read the pad upside-down.
“Well above what would be expected from random selection, but not perfect.”
“May I see?” Rennard said, trying to get next to Pharte and see the pad. Pharte blanked the screen and shook his head.
“Wouldn’t be productive. What we need to do is training. Sessions with immediate feedback so you can learn to distinguish the more difficult cases.”
“Are you saying I confused Minims with humans? Didn’t identify people with real brains? Mistook Minims for real people?”
“Minims are difficult. Such a small replant. The only way we can identify them is with a full head scan. We’ve got engineering working on smaller, more portable devices, but it is a challenge, as the colloid is so biologically similar to human tissue and shields the crystalline matrix. Portable scanners won’t likely happen any time soon.”
“So you need me to learn how to do it?”
“If it’s possible, and I think it is. You show incredible promise. Let’s schedule a few days a week of identification sessions with feedback and see what happens.”
“Sure,” he said, but Rennard was anything but sure.


